INDO-US SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FORUM
Fulbright House, 12 Hailey Road, New Delhi 110 001

CALL FOR WORKSHOP PROPOSALS

The Indo-US S&T Forum seeks to support collaborations between US and Indian institutions in topical and frontier areas of science and technology that are of mutual interest. We aim to facilitate efforts designed to be catalytic in nature by involving best and brightest investigators in a broad distribution among all disciplines including science, engineering, biomedical research and mathematics.

The Forum would support efforts that have a strong potential for generating follow-on activities and long-term contacts that could be continued through other established bilateral funding modes. We are also interested in promoting the next generation of scientists and engineers who seek to build new and sustained relationships.

The Forum solicits joint proposals by 28 February 2005 from PI in academia, private R&D entities, including industry/NGOs and government institutions for holding bi-national workshop, roundtable, town hall meeting, conference and symposia to be held either in India or USA.

The detailed proposal submission format is available on Forum website www.indousstf.org or can be obtained by email from amitra@indousstf.org or mcheetham@si.edu

Department of Science & Technology
Earth System Science Division
Technology Bhawan, New Delhi 110 016

ADVERTISEMENT

Applications are invited from interested Indian Earth and Atmospheric Scientists who are either organizing sessions or have a letter of acceptance for presentation of paper in the 2nd Conference of the Asia Oceania Geoscientific Society (AOGS) scheduled to be held in Singapore from 20–24 June 2005. For details please log on to AOGS Website (www.asiaoceania.org). DST will be extending support to a limited number of candidates for participating in the meet. The application should contain the following details:

1. Name and affiliation with full address including e-mail and other contact information.
2. Brief details of participation (Title and Abstract of the paper being presented).
3. Brief write-up on the relevance of your research/paper to Indian science.
4. Details of International Conference attended in the last three years.
5. Requirement of funds including details of applications submitted elsewhere.
6. Passport details (Number, validity, place of issue, etc.). Airfare by the shortest excursion/economy class.

The application needs to be routed through proper channel and should reach this office by 15 April 2005. Applications may be sent to Dr. M. Prithviraj, Scientist F, ESS Division, Department of Science and Technology, Technology Bhawan, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi 110 016. E-mail: prithvi@nic.in.